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ABSTRACT

The p53 core domain binds to response elements
(REs) that contain two continuous half-sites as a co-
operative tetramer, but how p53 recognizes discon-
tinuous REs is not well understood. Here we describe
the crystal structure of the p53 core domain bound to
a naturally occurring RE located at the promoter of the
Bcl-2-associated X protein (BAX) gene, which
contains a one base-pair insertion between the two
half-sites. Surprisingly, p53 forms a tetramer on the
BAX-RE that is nearly identical to what has been
reported on other REs with a 0-bp spacer. Each p53
dimer of the tetramer binds in register to a half-site
and maintains the same protein–DNA interactions as
previously observed, and the two dimers retain all the
protein–protein contacts without undergoing rotation
or translation. To accommodate the additional base
pair, the DNA is deformed and partially disordered
around the spacer region, resulting in an apparent un-
winding and compression, such that the interactions
between the dimers are maintained. Furthermore,
DNA deformation within the p53-bound BAX-RE is
confirmed in solution by site-directed spin labeling
measurements. Our results provide a structural
insight into the mechanism by which p53 binds to dis-
continuous sites with one base-pair spacer.

INTRODUCTION

The tumor suppressor protein p53 plays an essential role
in preventing cancer development (1,2). One of the major

mechanisms by which p53 suppresses tumor formation
and progression is to regulate transcriptional programs
involved in cell cycle arrest, DNA repair and apoptosis
(3). p53 response elements (REs) are composed of
two decameric half-sites (consensus sequence
RRRCWWGYYY; R=A, G; W=A, T; Y=C, T)
(4,5) that are adjacent to each other in most promoters
but are separated by 1 bp in some others (6,7). Hundreds
of functional p53 RE sequences of this form have been
validated (8). As with many other transcription factors
(9–13), the binding site sequence of a given RE confers
specific transcriptional activity to p53, enabling p53 to
regulate diverse sets of genes under different cellular con-
ditions (8,14,15). For example, the high-affinity sites tend
to have no spacer and few deviations from the consensus
sequence, and these sites are predominantly found in genes
active in cell cycle arrest, such as p21, cyclin G and 14-3-
3s. On the other hand, low-affinity sites tend to have
spacers or several mismatches from the consensus motif,
and are found in the regulatory elements of apoptosis-
related genes, such as Bcl-2-associated X protein (BAX),
PUMA and IGFBP3 (16).

Variation of RE sequence may affect binding affinity as
well as the architecture of the p53 core tetramer (here core
tetramer refers to the tetramer of p53 DNA-binding core
domains bound to DNA). p53 and its complexes with
DNA have been extensively studied (17–25), and
recently tetrameric p53 core domain crystal structures
have been solved for full REs containing continuous
sites (i.e. no spacer between two half-sites) (22–25). In
addition, tetrameric core domain crystal structures of
p53 family members, p63 and p73, were reported bound
to REs with spacers of different length. However, these
studies used DNA of half-sites and assumed that the DNA
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in the crystal lattice mimicked the continuous DNA
(26,27). More importantly, when the continuous 22-bp
DNA with a 2-bp spacer was used, the two p63 dimers
did not interact (26). Based on this observation and other
modeling studies (28), it is assumed that p53 bound to
discontinuous sites would adopt a different tetrameric
architecture due to the different relative orientation
of the p53 dimers bound to each half-site. Here, we
determined a crystal structure at 1.9 Å resolution of the
p53 core domain tetramer bound to a 21-bp RE from
the BAX promoter in which the two decameric half-sites
are separated by a 1-bp spacer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation and crystallization

Human p53 core domain (amino acids 92–292) was
prepared as previously described (22). The DNA oligo-
nucleotides used for crystallization were synthesized by
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA) and
purified as described elsewhere (22). The p53–DNA
complex was prepared by mixing purified p53 core
domain and DNA at a 4:1 molar ratio, with a final con-
centration of the complex of �10mg/ml. Crystals were
grown by the hanging drop method at 18�C using a res-
ervoir buffer of 50mM Bis-Tris propane (pH 6.68), 12%
(w/v) polyethylene glycol 4000, 100mM NaCl. Crystals
belong to the space group P212121 with cell dimensions
of a=65.420 Å, b=93.880 Å, c=145.634 Å.

Data collection, structure determination and analysis

Crystals were stabilized in the crystallization buffer with
20% (v/v) glycerol and flash frozen with liquid nitrogen
for cryo-crystallography. Data were collected at the
ALS BL8.2.1, BL8.2.2 beamline at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. Data were reduced using
HKL2000 (29). Initial phase determination was performed
by molecular replacement (MR) with Phaser from the
CCP4 package (30), using chain A of a previously solved
p53 structure (PDB ID 3KMD) as the search model. We
used CCP4 refmac5 (30) for the refinement. DNA was
initially built manually using O (31), and then subjected
to Phenix.autobuild (32). The structure was further refined
using Phenix.refine (32). The statistics of crystallographic
analysis is presented in Table 1.

Computational analysis

Structural analysis of the DNA in the complex was per-
formed with Curves (33) by calculating the helix axis, helix
diameter, minor groove width, and helix twist. DNA un-
winding was analyzed based on the sum of the helix twist
of a specified number of base-pair steps. The BAX and
3KMD structures were compared based on the difference
in total helix twist between two given base-pair steps. The
BAX and 3KMD sequences were aligned for this purpose
based on the half-site positions.

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance measurement of
solution conformation of the bound DNA in
p53/BAX-RE complex

Following previously reported procedures (34–36),
Double Electron–Electron Resonance (DEER) spectros-
copy was used to measure distances between a pair of
nitroxide spin labels attached at specific sites of the
BAX-RE. The nitroxide probes were attached to the
backbone of the DNA using a nucleotide-independent
labeling scheme, and were designated as R5. Details on
spin label attachment, electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) sample preparation, DEER measurement and
analysis are reported in Supplementary Methods. All
DEER measurements were carried out at 80K, with each
sample containing 50 mM of tetrameric protein–
DNA complex, 50mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-pipera-
zineethanesulfonic acid (pH 7.5), 100mM NaCl, 5mM
MgCl2, 10 mM ZnOAc and 40% (v/v) glycerol. The
measurements yielded the average distance (r0) and
the standard deviation of the distance distribution
(s) between a pair of nitroxides (34–36). Based
on repeated measurements, errors in measured r0 were
<1 Å.
Expected inter-R5 distances based on the p53/BAX core

tetramer crystal structure were computed using the
previously validated NASNOX program (35) (see details
in Supplementary Methods). Controls showed that
varying the NASNOX search parameters resulted in
<1 Å difference in the predicted averaged inter-R5
distances.

Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics

Complex P53/BAX-RE complex

Data collection
Space group P212121
Cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å) 65.42, 93.88, 145.63

Resolution (Å) 1.91 (1.94–1.91)a

Rsym or Rmerge 6.4 (44.2)
I / sI 35.2 (3.3)
Completeness (%) 99.9 (99.4)
Redundancy 7.1 (5.5)

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 48.67–1.91
Number of reflections 67 896
Rwork / Rfree 18.80/22.77
No. atoms
Protein 6284
DNA 855

Ligand/ion 4
Water 832

B-factors
Protein 31.9
DNA 48.8

Ligand/ion 20.6
Water 38.9

Root mean square deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.006
Bond angles (�) 1.446

aValues in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.
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RESULTS

The overall structure of the p53 core domain tetramer
bound to the BAX RE is similar to that seen on contigu-
ous sites (e.g. the complex with PDB ID 3KMD) (22)
(Figures 1A and B). Each p53 dimer binds to its decameric
half-site in the canonical mode, and remarkably, the
dimer–dimer interface between the two half-sites is
preserved compared to the structure with contiguous
sites (Figure 1B). This is a rather surprising result, as the
1-bp insertion was expected to cause separation and
rotation with respect to the helical axis of the two
dimers based on models proposed in prior studies (28).
Detailed analysis reveals that protein–protein interactions
at the intra- and inter-dimer interfaces are almost identical
between the BAX structure (with 1-bp insertion in the
DNA) and the structures observed with contiguous REs
(Figures 1C and D). Moreover, all four p53 monomers
bind to their respective quarter site without ‘slippage’ as
seen in some protein–DNA complexes (10,11), and the
protein–DNA interactions are largely conserved between

the current structure and the previously solved p53–DNA
complexes (22) (Figure 1E). For instance, the Arg280
residues form bidentate hydrogen bonds with the two
guanines of the CWWG core elements of each half-site.
The conservation of protein–protein interactions within
the p53 core tetramer and the protein–DNA interactions
between p53 and DNA raise inevitably the question
of how the 1-bp insertion is accommodated in the
p53/BAX-RE complex.

The crystal structure was solved by MR using one p53
core domain as a partial search model. The electron
densities for the DNA are generated after MR has
yielded partial phases of the proteins, and are unbiased
by the search model. In our previous study of p53
bound to a contiguous site (PDB ID 3KMD), the struc-
ture of the DNA is well-defined except for the two ends
(Figure 2A, right panel). In the BAX structure, in addition
to the two ends, the DNA structure around the spacer is
somewhat disordered (Figure 2A, left panel). This is re-
flected by the disappearance of densities for the DNA
backbone (Figure 2A, left panel), the weak and irregular
electron densities for base pairs at the interface of both
half-sites (Figure 2B, left panel) and the unusually high
B-factors in the central region of the BAX-RE
(Supplementary Figure S1, panels A and B). Specifically,
electron densities for the DNA backbone between nucleo-
tides A10 and A14 on chain E and nucleotides T10’ and
A14’ on chain F are discontinuous (Figure 2A, left panel).

In addition, although weak densities were observed for
base pairs A10/T12’ and A12/T10’, they do not match
the canonical Watson–Crick base-pairing geometry
(Figure 2B, left panel). On the contrary, in our previously
solved p53 core tetramer structure (3KMD), the corres-
ponding base pairs showed well-defined densities, and
fitted well with the standard Watson–Crick geometry
(Figure 2B, right panel). The deformation in the central
region of the DNA binding site of the BAX structure is
more severe in the Fo-Fc omit map when the DNA is
omitted (Supplementary Figure S2). The weak densities
in this region of the BAX structure may be due to the
multiple orientations of bases in this region, but we
cannot rule out the possibility that, at least transiently,
one or more bases may flip out of the double helix and
yet are invisible due to a lack of structural constraints. The
above observations suggest that the central region of the
BAX p53-RE is distorted upon the binding of p53.

Although structural details of DNA distortion at the
half-site interface are not definitive at present, such distor-
tions are likely responsible for correctly positioning the
two core CWWG elements to allow binding of a conserved
p53 core tetramer structure to the BAX promoter in the
presence of the 1-bp insertion. Computational analysis
reveals that the DNA between the two CWWG elements
exhibits a bending of �6� (Figure 3A), an increase in helix
diameter (Figure 3B) and an increase in minor groove
width in the central region (Figure 3C).

The main feature of the BAX-RE, however, is a partial
unwinding of the region between both core CWWG
elements, which fully absorbs the helix twist of the add-
itional base-pair step and enables the formation of favor-
able inter-dimer interactions. The structural details at the

Figure 1. Structure of the p53 core domain bound to the BAX-RE
with the two half-sites separated by a 1-bp spacer. (A) Overall structure
of p53 core domain tetramer bound to the BAX-RE. The DNA
sequence is shown with the two half-sites highlighted by red rectangles.
(B) Structural comparison with p53 core domain tetramer bound to a
continuous site (PDB ID 3KMD) shows that the two structures share
the same overall architecture. (C) Structural comparison between the
complexes BAX and 3KMD shows an almost identical intra-dimer
interface between chains A and B. The similarity is also seen at the
interface between chains C and D (not shown). (D) Structural compari-
son between the two complexes also shows an almost identical inter-
dimer interface. The similarity is also seen at the interface between
chains B and C (not shown). (E) Superimposition of the two complexes
reveals that the p53 core domain tetramer binds DNA similarly in the
two complexes. Here we use chains A and B as examples. Chains C and
D also follow the same pattern (not shown).
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intersection of the two half-sites cannot be resolved with
high accuracy, but comparison of the BAX and 3KMD
structures yields a negligible difference in helix twist
between the two most central G/C base pair of the core
elements (positions 7 and 15 in the 21-mer, and positions 7
and 14 in the 20-mer), which form bidentate hydrogen
bonds with Arg280, indicating an almost identical
relative positioning (Figure 3D). This is also indicated
by the helix twist values with an average helix twist of
31.3� between the inner C/G base pairs of the CWWG
core elements in the BAX structure compared with 36.1�

between the equivalent base pairs in the 3KMD structure
(Supplementary Figure S3).

Owing to this partial unwinding, the critical Arg280
residues contact the G/C base pairs in almost congruent
geometries in the BAX and 3KMD structures, and the
closely related spatial positioning of these contacts
allows the formation of approximately identical inter-
dimer interfaces (Figure 1D). With a partial unwinding
of the double helix and increase of its diameter and
minor groove width, the central 7 bp between the core
elements of the BAX-RE are adequately accommodated
in the space occupied by only 6 bp in the 20-mer of our
previously solved structure (3KMD), thus adjusting to the
formation of the p53 core tetramer. Further computa-
tional analysis shows that such adjustment leads to de-
formations mainly on the side of the double helix that is
not in close contact with the protein (outer region)
(Supplementary Figure S4), which has more conform-
ational freedom to fit the DNA into its bound form.

The DNA conformational change described above ap-
parently affects protein–DNA interactions in the corres-
ponding region. The L1 loop of monomers B and D,
which contacts the central region of the BAX site, is par-
tially disordered (Figure 4A). Most notable is the loss of
electron density for the Lys120 residues at the tip of the L1
loop in the BAX structure, whereas the Lys120 residues
show well-defined densities and interactions with DNA in
p53 core tetramer structures bound to contiguous sites
(22) (Figure 4B). There are two possibilities: one is that
the L1 loop loses its binding to DNA, the other is that
the L1 loop still binds to DNA but becomes par-
tially disordered because of the flexibility of the bound
DNA.
To investigate whether the observed deformation is

caused by crystal packing, we characterized DNA con-
formations within the p53/BAX-RE complex in the
solution state using EPR spectroscopy and site-directed
spin labeling (37,38). Stable nitroxide radical probes
(Figure 5A) were attached, one pair at a time, to specific
nucleotides where labeling does not interfere with p53 core
domain tetramer formation, and eight inter-nitroxide dis-
tances spanning the interface between the two half-sites
were measured using pulsed DEER spectroscopy
(Figures 5B, Table 2 and Supplementary Figures S5–S7)
(34–36). The measured distances are in excellent agree-
ment with expected values predicted based on the p53/
BAX-RE crystal structure (Figure 5B and C), with the
maximal difference being <1.2 Å, well within the experi-
mental errors (Table 2). The data indicate that in solution

Figure 2. DNA deformation in the p53/BAX-RE complex. (A) Electron densities of the DNA-binding sites in the p53/BAX-RE complex (left panel)
and 3KMD structure (right panel). Both are shown within their respective electron density maps (2Fo�Fc at 1s level). The central region of the
phosphodiester backbones in the p53/BAX-RE complex shows poor and discontinuous electron densities. (B) Comparison of electron densities of
base pairs in p53/BAX-RE complex (left panel) and 3KMD structure (right panel). Both are shown within their respective electron density maps
(2Fo�Fc at 1s level). The base pairs in the central region of the DNA in the p53/BAX-RE complex show weak electron density and do not match
the canonical Watson–Crick base-pairing geometry.
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the DNA region around the spacer within the p53/BAX-
RE complex adopts a similar conformation to that
observed in the crystal structure, and therefore it is
unlikely that crystal packing causes the DNA deformation
observed in our crystal structure.

We also used potassium permanganate to probe for the
formation of single-stranded DNA within the complex.
However, permanganate was unable to cleave DNA in
the spacer region of the p53/BAX-RE complex (data not
shown). As permanganate primarily modifies unpaired
bases, this result suggests that p53DBD binding to BAX
does not result in significant exposure of the DNA bases.
This is consistent with the observed electron density map
(Figure 2), which shows that every base pair, including
those at the central region of the DNA, remains in
paired configurations. Overall, the data indicate that de-
formation in the bound BAX-RE is not a melting that
results in formation of unpaired bases, but is achieved
through partial unwinding of the duplex.

DISCUSSION

In prior studies, it has been assumed that an extra base
pair inserted between the two half-sites will change the
relative orientation and distance between the two p53

Figure 3. DNA structure analyses. (A) Schematic representation of the DNA conformations in the BAX (green) and 3KMD (magenta) structures.
The helix axes indicate a slight bending, while the backbones suggest an increase in helix diameter, due to deformations accommodating the
additional base pair in the BAX-RE. (B) The increase in helix diameter in the center of the BAX (green) vs. the 3KMD (magenta) DNA target
is illustrated based on a CURVES analysis. (C) The minor groove width comparison of the BAX (green) vs. the 3KMD (magenta) DNA conform-
ation. (D) The difference in helix twist between an increasing number of base pairs centered around the interface of both half-sites of the BAX and
3KMD DNA structures demonstrates that 7 bp in the BAX-RE are accommodated in the same rotational space as 6 bp in the 3KMD structure. This
arrangement places the CWWG core elements at a similar relative positioning, allowing for the formation of bidentate hydrogen bonds between the
guanines of the CWWG core elements and Arg280 residues of an almost identical p53 core tetramer assembly.

Figure 4. Structural comparison of the L1 loop of chain B in the BAX
(A) and 3KMD (B) structures. The electron density (2Fo�Fc at 1s
level) of the L1 loop of chain B is well-defined in the 3KMD structure,
but is disordered in the BAX structure.
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dimers, leading to a loss of binding cooperativity (upper
right panel in Figure 6). Another possible outcome could
be that one p53 dimer binds to a half-site, while the other
dimer binds nonspecifically by moving out of register by
1 bp to maintain the stabilizing protein–protein inter-
actions. This mechanism has been observed for the
binding of the homomeric glucocorticoid receptor to a
DNA target with an additional 1-bp insertion (10).
However, our studies show that p53 binds the BAX-
RE through a conserved core domain tetramer architec-
ture similar to the one observed on contiguous sites
(middle and lower right panel in Figure 6). The DNA
is unwound and compressed to accommodate the 1-bp
insertion in the BAX-RE. Unlike many higher-order
protein–DNA complexes in which DNA bends to facili-
tate protein–protein interactions (39), the DNA struc-
tural change observed here is not a global bend but
rather a highly localized distortion of the double helix
in the central region between the two half-sites. This
unique feature of structural change in DNA is likely

imposed by the four protein–protein interfaces and the
planar structure of the p53 core domain tetramer. In
other words, to compensate for the 1-bp insertion,
DNA bending apparently cannot simultaneously satisfy
the geometric constrains of all four protein–protein inter-
faces, whereas unwinding and compression of the central
DNA region will enable the p53 dimers to bind in a
sequence-specific manner and reestablish the spatial
orientation required for core tetramer assembly.
The protein–protein interactions in the core domain

tetramer apparently provide the driving force for the
DNA distortion. Interestingly, in crystal structures of
the p53 core domain bound to DNA containing decameric
half-sites, p53 dimers tend to self-associate into a tetramer,
and the DNA molecules from neighboring complexes
form a pseudo-continuous helix with a 2-bp spacer (20).
In some cases, the DNA ends will splay apart so the two
decameric half-sites will align to mimic a continuous p53
RE with 0-bp spacer allowing for intensive interactions
between the p53 dimers (23). These observations suggest
that the protein–protein interactions in the core tetramer
energetically dominate the formation of the tetrameric
complex and deformation of the DNA structure.
It is known that p53 binds to BAX with a weaker

affinity than many REs with contiguous half-sites. For
example, in vitro studies reported that full-length p53
binds to BAX with a dissociation constant (Kd) of
73 nM, while the corresponding value is 4.9 nM for
p21, which is a contiguous RE and is involved in cell
cycle arrest (16). Current crystal structures of the p53
core domain tetramer [this work and (22)] suggest that
the protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions are
largely conserved between the BAX and the p21
structures. Therefore, the difference in p53 affinity,

Figure 5. Assessment of p53/BAX-RE conformation in solution. (A)
The R5 nitroxide probe. In this particular example, the label was
designated as A14, as the R5 probe is attached at the phosphorothioate
group sandwiched between G13 and A14. Note that following previ-
ously validated distance measurement protocols (35), all data reported
here were acquired without separating the Rp and Sp phosphorothioate
diastereomers present at each attachment site. (B) An example of
measured DEER dipolar evolution data (top panel) and the resulting
inter-nitroxide distance distribution (bottom panel). The pair of R5s
were attached at A14 and C15’ (see Figure 1A). The shaded box indi-
cates the major band in the distance distribution profile, from which the
mean distance of 27 Å (r0, marked by the dotted line) and the width of
the distance distribution (s=3.7 Å) were determined. Additional data
sets are reported in Supplementary Figure S7. (C) Allowable R5 en-
sembles at A14 and C15’ within the p53/BAX-RE core tetramer pre-
dicted using NASNOX (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). The
NASNOX search parameters were t1 steps: 3; t2 steps: 6; t3 steps: 6;
fine search: on; t1 starting value: 180�; t2 starting value: 180�; t3
starting value 180�. The average distance between these two nitroxide
ensembles were found to be 27.5 Å.

Table 2. Comparison of DEER-measured distances and predicted dis-

tances based on the reported BAX crystal structure

Data setsa Average distances (Å)

Measuredb Predictedc �d

(A14;C15’) 27 27.5 �0.5
(C15;C15’) 32 32.5 �0.5
(C4’;C15’) 35 36.1 �1.1
(T9;C15) 33 32.3 0.7
(A10;A14) 28 29.0 �1.0
(T9;T10’) 23 23.9 �0.9
(A12;C4’) 22 21.5 0.5
(A10;C4’) 34 32.8 1.2

aEach data set is designated by the pair of R5-labeled nucleotides, with
nucleotide numbering following that of Figure 1A. See Supplementary
Material for more details.
bDEER-measured values obtained as described. Errors were �1 Å as
determined by repeated measurements.
cPredicted from the BAX core tetramer structure using the program
NASNOX (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Variations of these
values primarily arise from changes in NASNOX search parameters,
and have been determined to be �1 Å.
d�=measured-predicted. Given that the error of the measured values
is ±1 Å and the variable range of the predicted values is ±1 Å, a value
of �� 2 Å indicates the predicted and measured distances agree with
each other.
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which amounts to a binding free energy difference
(��G) of �1.6 kcal/mol, may largely arise from the dif-
ference in ‘distorting’ the unbound DNA into the bound
form. The relatively small ��G value indicates that de-
formation in BAX may not be drastically different from
that of p21. Further studies will be required to see if this
holds true for p53 binding to other noncontinuous sites.
We also note that the affinity difference between BAX
and p21 has been linked to p53 transactivation activity,
which leads to a drastically different functional outcome,
i.e. apoptosis vs. cell cycle arrest (8,14,15). Our results
therefore suggest a mechanism by which deformation of
REs plays a role in p53 binding and transactivation,
thereby contributing to the decision between cell cycle
arrest and apoptosis.

In summary, our studies provides an unexpected struc-
tural mechanism by which p53 binds discontinuous sites
with a 1-bp spacer, that is, maintaining the core domain
tetramer conformation by unwinding and compression of
the DNA at the central region between the two half-sites.
This mechanism may be used by other DNA-binding
proteins to recognize targets with a small number of
base pairs inserted between individual recognition
elements.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

RCSB Protein Data Bank: coordinates and structural
factors have been deposited under the accession code
4HJE.

Figure 6. A model for the p53 core domain tetramer bound to DNA. The model is based on the BAX and 3KMD structures. When individual p53
core domains bind to continuous half-sites, they will form a tetramer and lead to cooperative binding (lower right). When they bind to the
discontinuous BAX site, the additional base pair (red), if in B-DNA conformation, will cause separation and rotation between the two p53
dimers, leading to a loss of binding cooperativity (upper right). To maintain the cooperativity, the interactions between the two p53 dimers
override the DNA constraints, unwinding and compressing the central region (purple). This effect reestablishes the p53 tetramer (middle right) in
almost identical conformation to the tetramer observed on continuous half-sites (lower right).
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